MEMORANDUM

TO: District Engineers

FROM: David P. Hohmann, P.E.

SUBJECT: Sealed Expansion Joint Standard Drawing

The SEJ-P standard drawing is withdrawn from the Bridge Standards web page and is no longer recommended for new construction. Compared to the joints on the SEJ-A standard drawing, the SEJ-P joints performed no better but cost considerably more.

The SEJ-A standard drawing should be used for projects where the SEJ-P was under consideration.

This retired SEJ-P standard drawing will be made available upon request for future maintenance needs.

If you have questions or comments concerning this standard drawing, please contact John M. Holt, P.E., at (512) 416-2212, or Jon T. Ries at (512) 416-2191.

Note: Original Signed By David P. Hohmann

cc: Federal Highway Administration
    Bridge Design Consultants
    Administration
    Division and Office Directors
    Directors of Transportation Planning and Development
    District Bridge Engineers
    Bridge Division Employees